Funeralcare

Floral tributes

Your guide to funeral flowers
Helping you to choose a beautiful floral tribute

We’ve been taking care of funerals for generations and we understand the important role flowers can play in helping to say goodbye.

Just follow our step by step guides below to choose the perfect funeral flowers:

Create a unique floral tribute

**Step 1** -
Think about the type of flowers you would like. We can work with our local florist to create any design that you choose, so that the flowers really say something about your loved one.

This might be as personal as an arrangement that spells out ‘mum’ or ‘dad’ or something simple which has a special meaning for you.

We can use flowers to create tributes which represent hobbies or interests which the person loved; we’ve created animals, cricket bats, cars and even musical instruments out of flowers.

**Step 2** -
Come and talk to us, we’ll be able to discuss your ideas and offer advice. We’ll then liaise with the florist on your behalf and make sure that the funeral flowers are exactly as you want them to be, and a fitting tribute to your loved one.

Choose from our range of funeral flowers

**Step 1** -
If you prefer, you can choose funeral flowers from our beautiful range within this brochure. Take this brochure home and use it to discuss and choose funeral flowers with family and friends. We can tailor all of your exact requirements by changing the size or colours or by using alternative types of flowers.

**Step 2** -
Come and talk to us, whatever your choices, we can take care of all the arrangements for you and order the flowers on your behalf.

You can also buy funeral flowers online at [www.coop.co.uk/funeralcare](http://www.coop.co.uk/funeralcare)

On our website we also have a range of sympathy flowers that are suitable for sending to the bereaved.

The sizes stated in this brochure are approximate and flowers may be subject to change or seasonal availability. Every effort is made to ensure that the floral tributes are supplied in first-class condition. The floral tributes will be supplied by Co-op Funeralcare’s carefully selected local florists. Design accreditation to Interflora for all floral tributes featured in this brochure. Colours in this brochure are as accurate as the print process will allow.
Special Designs

This page and the next have examples of more bespoke arrangements that you may want to consider. You may want to create a tribute to reflect the individual interests, favourite colour or personality of your loved one. If you have an alternative design in mind, please speak to your Funeral Director who will be able to discuss this with you, offer advice and liaise with the florist to design and create a fitting tribute to meet your requirements.

DAD Tribute
A very personal tribute to Dad, this display takes its blue colour from iris, lisianthus and blue statice, contrasted with pristine white lisianthus, spray carnations and spray chrysanthemums. Each letter is carefully constructed and edged with moss and sweet-smelling eucalyptus and rosemary. **ST004**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
H: 30cm  W: 90cm

MUM Tribute
The pristine white letters in the personal tribute to Mum are formed with an array of delicate fresh double chrysanthemums. Each letter is edged with pink ribbon and the display is decorated with stunning pink roses and alstroemeria with lush greenery. **ST005**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
H: 30cm  W: 90cm

Heart with Teddy
This floral heart in pastel shades, accompanied by a soft teddy bear, is a poignant tribute. The arrangement features perfect cymbidium orchids, cream germini, delicate lilac lisianthus, blue eryngium and a white delianne spray chrysanthemum with leather leaf and fern. Sometimes, the florist may need to substitute the teddy shown for another due to local availability. When doing so any substitution will be of superb quality to ensure your satisfaction and the value will be equal to, or greater than, the original. **ST001**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
L: 37cm  W: 37cm

Bright Woodland Star
This distinctive, star-shaped tribute features a central spray of vibrant red roses, bright orange and cream two-tone spray carnations and sunny yellow freesia, set against a bed of moss and trimmed with foliage and twigs. **ST007**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
L: 48cm  W: 48cm

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Special Designs

Star Tribute
This star-shaped formal tribute includes an array of fresh white double chrysanthemums with pittosporum, white gypsophila and fern. A large-headed rose with lisianthus is placed at the centre to create a focal point. A choice of white, blue and white or pink and white is offered. ST003

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 48cm W: 48cm

Football Tribute
This football themed floral tribute is a very fitting choice for football fans, young and old. Carefully hand-made with an array of white double spray chrysanthemums, the football design is created with silver cord and black floral spray and is edged with green moss. ST006

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 61cm W: 61cm

Angel
A moving tribute suitable for any age, this white angel is created with an abundance of double chrysanthemums and trimmed with pretty pink spray carnations and large pink rose centrepiece framed with leather leaf and pittosporum. Gypsophila is used to create the delicate wing shapes. ST002

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 70cm W: 50cm

Alternative colours
Blue & White Pink & White

If you prefer, you can choose alternative colours and flowers.
Coffin Sprays

Rose Coffin Spray
Simple yet very beautiful, this classic spray of roses is available in three sizes, as well as a choice of colours including red, white, yellow or a mix. Each spray is carefully arranged and trimmed with palm leaves, dracaena and eucalyptus. CS008

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 120cm W: 45cm (image shown)
Large L: 150cm W: 50cm
Extra Large L: 180cm W: 60cm

Alternative colours
White  Yellow  Mixed

Classic Selection Coffin Spray
Delicate shades of pink, lilac and lime green feature in this very pretty floral spray. Oriental lilies are the centrepiece and a selection of chrysanthemums, gerbera, liatris, aspidistra and molucella give plenty of texture and interest. This traditional design is available in a choice of three sizes. CS002

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 92cm W: 45cm (image shown)
Large L: 120cm W: 56cm
Extra Large L: 150cm W: 60cm

Affection Coffin Spray
The warm shades of dusky lilac, coral pink and deep purple give this beautiful spray a very calming feel. This is a magnificent tribute featuring luxurious roses, calla lilies, purple liatris, asiatic lilies and a generous selection of textured foliage and sleek greenery. CS004

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 91cm W: 30cm

Images of Coffin Sprays are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t reflective of the size of any particular coffin shown. Please speak to your Funeral Director who will be able to advise on the most suitable size tribute to meet your requirements.
Coffin Sprays

**Rose & Lily Coffin Spray**
Roses and lilies are a perfect combination and always a popular choice. This traditional formal spray brings them together in abundance and is trimmed with delicate ferns and fragrant eucalyptus. Choose from three sizes and either yellow, pink or red roses. [CS009](#)

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard**  L: 120cm  W: 45cm (image shown)
- **Large**  L: 150cm  W: 50cm
- **Extra Large**  L: 180cm  W: 60cm

**Alternative colours**
- Pink & White
- Red & White

---

**Orchid Coffin Spray**
This exquisite spray of dusky pink cymbidium orchids and lime green anthurium makes a very distinctive tribute. We’ve added purple carnations, phormium, typha, fatsia and aspidistra for extra colour and to give the spray its shape. [CS001](#)

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard**  L: 92cm  W: 45cm

---

**Woodland Coffin Spray**
For this woodland coffin spray we mixed luxurious cream roses and lisianthus with white oriental lilies and green anthurium. Delicate september flower and carnations add detail along with pretty ferns and palm leaves. [CS005](#)

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard**  L: 120cm  W: 50cm

---

Images of Coffin Sprays are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t reflective of the size of any particular coffin shown. Please speak to your Funeral Director who will be able to advise on the most suitable size tribute to meet your requirements.
Coffin Sprays

Coffin Garland
A garland is a lovely alternative to a spray arrangement and has a less formal style. This garland is created with classic, large-headed roses and exquisite oriental lilies, interspersed with lush green foliage. Select from a choice of either pink, red or white flowers. CS003

Approximate Product Dimensions:
To fit coffin

Alternative colours

Red
White

Petite Coffin Spray
This smaller-sized coffin spray is available in either light blue or soft pink with white. It’s a sensitively designed display of fresh flowers that includes roses, asiatic lilies, september flower, spray chrysanthemums and carnations, trimmed with ivy trails and foliage, then finished with either a blue or pink ribbon. CS006

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 64cm W: 38cm

Alternative colours

Pink

Lily Coffin Spray
We’ve created this impressive spray using an abundance of exotic oriental lilies interspersed with fresh, green foliage. This arrangement is offered in three sizes and a choice of pink or white lilies. CS007

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 120cm W: 45cm
Large L: 150cm W: 50cm (image shown)
Extra Large L: 180cm W: 60cm

Alternative colours

White

Images of Coffin Sprays are for illustrative purposes only and aren’t reflective of the size of any particular coffin shown. Please speak to your Funeral Director who will be able to advise on the most suitable size tribute to meet your requirements.
Crosses

Contemporary Cross
This cross design has a natural, informal look and is offered in a choice of pink, yellow or white. We’ve carefully arranged a combination of fresh roses, with either white calla lilies or pink nerines, gerbera, spray chrysanthemums, aspidistra and lisianthus on a bed of moss to make an attractive display. **CR004**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard L: 92cm  W: 45cm

---

Alternative colours

Yellow & Green

White & Green

---

Calla, Rose & Willow Cross
The blanket of bun moss makes a very soft and velvety bed for these graceful calla lilies and roses in pristine white. We’ve used ivy trails and willow to add to the natural feel of this traditional cross-shaped tribute. This design is offered in a choice of three sizes. **CR002**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard L: 70cm  W: 45cm (image shown)
Large L: 90cm  W: 50cm
Extra Large L: 130cm  W: 55cm

---

Petite Cross
This is a smaller sized floral cross in pale shades. Eternally beautiful creamy white orchids with hints of pink mingle with delicate gypsophila and softly scented rosemary. The cross is finished with dracaena, leather leaf and fern. **CR001**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard L: 60cm  W: 40cm

---

Flowers are subject to availability and seasonality.
Rose & Foliage Cross
The brightly coloured cerise roses are the focal point of this traditional floral cross. We've added pristine white lisianthus and deep blue trachelium, expertly arranged as a centrepiece. The cross shape is formed using sleek, green leaves. CR003

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 100cm W: 60cm

Vibrant Cross
This traditional cross tribute features pink cymbidium orchids with lilac lisianthus and september flower, cerise carnations and fresh green and cream chrysanthemums. Golden roses add a dash of warmth. CR005

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 92cm W: 45cm

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Hearts

Double Heart
For this evocative tribute to a loved one we’ve carefully created two perfectly entwined hearts, using a varied selection of flower favourites including large-headed roses, carnations, alstroemeria, spray chrysanthemums and germini, trimmed with foliage and moss. This tribute is available in either red or white. HCP002

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 60cm  W: 50cm

Modern Heart
A heart shape is a very personal choice of tribute for a loved one. Our floral heart is created in a modern design with roses at the centre, surrounded by rings of germini and carnations. Choose from red, pink, white, yellow, or yellow with white flowers trimmed with pittosporum, red dracaena and china grass. HCP006

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 37cm  W: 37cm

Alternative colours
White
Pink
White
Yellow
Yellow & White

Flowers are subject to availability and seasonality.
Heart Tribute
This carefully created heart-shaped tribute is an emotive tribute suitable for any age. Classic roses, cymbidium orchids and gently fragrant freesia are all included along with lisianthus, chrysanthemums and white gypsophila. Choose from white, pink or blue. HCP004

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 40cm  W: 40cm

Country Garden Heart
Reminiscent of a country rose garden in full bloom, this heart tribute reflects the beauty of nature. The combination of roses in attractive shades of cerise, lilac, pale pink and cream are arranged with white bouvardia and blue trachelium, trimmed with pretty ivy trails and rosemary. HCP005

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 56cm  W: 56cm

Alternative colours
Pink
Blue

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Contemporary Cushion
For something a little different, this striking floral cushion is an eclectic mix of bold colours and an array of textures. We’ve included orange germini, yellow large-headed roses, red carnations, and white chrysanthemums with molucella and hypericum, all set on a soft moss cushion. HCP010
Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard  L: 45 cm  W: 45 cm

At Peace Pillow
This traditional pillow tribute features a textured bed of delicate white double chrysanthemums. We’ve added a posy of ivory asiatic lilies, calla lilies, fine ruscus and china grass and trimmed the whole arrangement with a pretty border of fresh eucalyptus. HCP011
Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard  L: 55 cm  W: 30 cm

Petite Cushion
We’ve created this petite, diamond-shaped tribute using ivory chrysanthemums and a pretty selection of sunshine yellow roses with fragrant yellow freesia, trimmed with ferns and grasses. It’s an evocative tribute that is suitable for all ages. HCP003
Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard  L: 45 cm  W: 45 cm

Woodland Pillow
The richness of nature is evoked with this woodland style pillow tribute. More informal in style, the arrangement includes large-headed red roses, luxurious white calla lilies, red hypericum, carthamus, craspedia, ivy trails and a variety of leaves and foliage, all set on a soft bed of moss. HCP001
Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard  L: 55 cm  W: 30 cm

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Posies

Pink Posy
For a very feminine tribute in shades of pink and cream, we’ve chosen lots of favourite flower varieties. Germini, spray carnations, spray chrysanthemums, deep pink alstroemedia and a large-headed rose are all complemented with a sprinkling of tiny white gypsophila flowers. HCP007

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard H: 20cm W: 30cm

Scented Posy
This pretty posy makes a moving expression of sympathy. The pastel pink roses partner beautifully with sweetly scented white freesia and fresh eucalyptus. Tiny gypsophila flowers with pittosporum add extra detail. This is a very sweet tribute, suitable for any age. HCP008

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard H: 20cm W: 30cm

Woodland Posy
Rich in detail and texture, this woodland-themed posy captures the spirit of the countryside. It features a carefully arranged selection of roses, carnations, trachelium, chrysanthemums, ivy trails, rosemary and moss. Choose from green with white, or a combination of pink and blue flowers with foliage. HCP009

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard H: 15cm W: 40cm

Alternative colours

Pink & Blue

If you prefer, you can choose alternative colours and flowers.
Sprays

Lily Spray
We’ve selected elegant longiflorum lilies, tall, white flowering larkspur and bupleurum for this beautiful tribute. This classically designed spray is rich in texture and detail, and is available with a choice of either white longiflorum or pink oriental lilies. **SP002**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  L: 85cm  W: 40cm

Alternative colours

Pink

Rose & Orchid Spray
Exquisite cymbidium orchids are the focal point for this exotic floral spray. Partnered with fresh roses and bupleurum, and carefully arranged with aralia leaves and grasses, the result is a very beautiful tribute. Choose from soft pinks or deeper red and burgundy shades. **SP003**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  L: 80cm  W: 50cm

Alternative colours

Red

Rose, Lily & Carnation Spray
Gold, yellow and fresh white hues are chosen for this radiant spray of roses, orange asiatic lilies, two-tone carnations and fresh lisianthus. This arrangement is offered in a choice of three sizes. **SP006**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  L: 65cm  W: 38cm (image shown)
Large     L: 75cm  W: 45cm
Extra Large  L: 85cm  W: 50cm

Flowers are subject to availability and seasonality.
Sprays

**Rose & Carnation Spray**
This carefully created traditional spray is offered in three sizes and three colour choices – vibrant red, lemon yellow or pretty shades of pink. With an abundance of fresh carnations, large-headed roses, white september flower and plenty of greenery, this is a classic tribute.  
*SP001*

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard** L: 65cm W: 38cm (image shown)
- **Large** L: 75cm W: 45cm
- **Extra Large** L: 85cm W: 50cm

**Alternative colours**
- Lemon Yellow
- Pink

**Pastel Woodland Spray**
We’ve selected pale pink, large-headed roses, pink veronica and soft cream alstroemeria, and added lilac lisianthus and extra foliage to create a beautiful spray with a natural woodland feel. *SP005*

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard** L: 75cm W: 40cm

**Modern Floral Spray**
This contemporary design features long and elegant calla lilies and molucella with large-headed roses, asiatic lilies and shamrock bloom chrysanthemums. A choice of yellow, or pink and white is offered. *SP004*

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
- **Standard** L: 75cm W: 40cm

**Alternative colours**
- Pink & White

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Wreaths

**Green & White Wreath**
The lime green shamrock chrysanthemums in this wreath look beautiful contrasted with cream germini and white lisianthus. This pretty wreath design is finished with leaves and grasses. **WR001**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard      L: 44cm   W: 44cm

**White Lily Wreath**
A selection of graceful oriental lilies are set against delicate foliage and a sprinkling of lime green spray hypericum berries. Leaves and grasses complete this beautiful design. **WR003**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard      L: 38cm   W: 38cm

**Exotic Wreath**
We’ve used brightly coloured orange gerbera, distinctive lime green anthurium, and mango calla lilies, partnered with cream asiatic lilies, lemon carnations and tropical foliage, to create this exotic and colourful wreath. **WR006**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard      L: 44cm   W: 44cm

**Yellow & Blue Wreath**
This commemorative wreath is radiant with sunshine yellow roses, germini and chrysanthemums set against the deeper purple and lilac shades of blue statice and eryngium for contrast. It’s a bright and uplifting arrangement, beautifully finished with leather leaf. **WR004**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard      L: 38cm   W: 38cm

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
**Wreaths**

**Rose & Lily Wreath**
Roses and lilies are always a popular combination so we’ve used both in this attractive wreath design. The star-shaped asiatic lilies are interspersed with velvety roses and a selection of smaller flowers to make an impressive tribute. This design is available in either pink or yellow with white. **WR005**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
L: 38cm  
W: 38cm

**Woodland Wreath**
This woodland style wreath has a more natural, contemporary feel than traditional formal arrangements. The stunning calla lilies and classic roses look very special; whilst the green hypericum, cornus, fern and foliage add extra texture and interest. Available in two sizes and in either lilac/pink or white. **WR007**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
L: 40cm  
W: 40cm (image shown)
Large  
L: 50cm  
W: 50cm

**Alternative colours**
- White

---

**Classic White Wreath**
This classic, formal wreath is created by hand using an abundance of pristine white double spray chrysanthemums. The wreath is decorated with beautifully arranged roses and spray carnations in a choice of pink or red, displayed with scented white freesia and lush greenery. **WR002**

**Approximate Product Dimensions:**
Standard  
L: 38cm  
W: 38cm

**Alternative colours**
- Yellow
- Red

---

If you prefer, you can choose alternative colours and flowers.
Sheaves

**Rose & Calla Sheaf**
A simple yet effortlessly stylish design, this commemorative sheaf is a modern tribute to someone special. The large-headed roses and smooth, elegant calla lilies look stunning arranged carefully with folded leaves and slender grasses. This design is available in white or pink. **SH002**

*Approximate Product Dimensions:*
Standard  L: 70cm  W: 30cm

**Rose & Germini Sheaf**
We’ve selected large-headed pink roses and fresh germini in a paler pink shade for this pretty floral sheaf. The long stem of molucella, sleek grasses and folded aspidistra add shape and elegance. **SH006**

*Approximate Product Dimensions:*
Standard  L: 60cm  W: 34cm

---

**Rose Sheaf**
If you’re looking for a simple tribute to remember a loved one, this rose sheaf is an elegant choice. Three large-headed roses in either red or orange are beautifully presented with variegated aspidistra, grasses and a stem of green molucella. **SH007**

*Approximate Product Dimensions:*
Standard  L: 60cm  W: 34cm

**Vibrant Sheaf**
A bright and contemporary style sheaf featuring orange gerbera, a lime green anthurium, purple liatris and blue veronica, all arranged inside a frame of palm, monstera and aspidistra leaves. **SH003**

*Approximate Product Dimensions:*
Standard  L: 70cm  W: 30cm

---

*Flowers are subject to availability and seasonality.*
Sheaves

Rose & Carnation Sheaf
Classically feminine, this sheaf includes bright pink roses with deep burgundy carnations and lime green spray hypericum, using foliage to emphasise the beauty of the flowers and create the traditional sheaf design. SH004

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 68cm W: 40cm

Rose, Lily & Calla Bouquet
Effortlessly chic and naturally stunning, this graceful tribute includes exotic white oriental lilies and perfect large-headed roses with a sleek, elegant calla lily. We’ve added eringium, phormium and fern, plus pretty lilac lisianthus for colour and contrast. SH005

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 70cm W: 30cm

Sunshine Yellow Bouquet
We’ve selected beautiful asiatic lilies, carnations and spray chrysanthemums in vibrant shades of warm golden yellow and soft cream to create this bright display. Bupleurum, palm and salal add the finishing touches. SH008

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 80cm W: 50cm

Classic Sheaf
This combination of large-headed roses, delicate lisianthus, september flower and germini in shades of vanilla and ivory is enhanced with a dash of colour from beautiful blue iris to create a lovely classic sheaf. SH001

Approximate Product Dimensions:
Standard L: 60cm W: 34cm

Please contact us if you would like to create your own design.
Our Promise

Our promise is to help you arrange or plan a funeral with care, respect, clarity and reassurance. Our team of professionals are here to listen, advise and guide you through all your options. We’re available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week so you’ll always have someone to talk to.

We’re here, we understand how difficult this can be and we promise to help you at every step of the way.
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